2nd Grade Summer Reading List
Pick at least 3 Titles
Dear 2nd Graders,
Happy Summer! This summer you are being asked to browse through this list of Summer
Reading books and commit to reading 3 of these titles. After reading a book, please add it to the
Reading Log, found at the end of this list. Keep track of all the titles you read and you may pick
more than 3! Bring this reading log with you on the first day of school in September 2020! See
you then and happy reading!
~ Mrs. Myers

This story of the sisters that redefined expectations of what kids from a tough LA neighborhood can achieve is a
summer inspiration. Floyd Cooper’s illustrations are a delight.

When Polly discovers that a magic book that appeared on her doorstep can make everything she writes actually happen, she wastes no
time trying it out—with entertaining results.

A perfect pairing for a summer outing to the zoo, the newest title in this fun series will have kids laughing as they learn about animal adaptations
and the human body. How would you look with a peacock’s tail?

The final installment of this engaging graphic novel series is as worthy of multiple reads as the previous installments. Claudette is
desperate to compete in—and win—the annual Warrior Games. She’ll have to contend with monsters who reportedly eat the other
competitors, though!

Friends, creativity, and girl-powered STEM: A story about a neighborhood building project is a perfect summer read, especially when
led by Ellie, armed with her trusty tool belt.

When Amanda Pig has her first loose tooth, she is reluctant to pull it.

Amelia Bedelia and her mother share a summer vacation home at the shore with her aunt Mary (her mother's sister) and her cousin
Jason, who has a wicked sense of adventure and a nose for trouble.

A time-travel fantasy in which two children encounter dinosaurs in their tree house.

The wolf gives his own outlandish version of what really happened when he tangled with the three little pigs.

World record fever grips the second grade, and soon Ivy and Bean are trying to set their own record by becoming the youngest people
to have ever discovered a dinosaur. But how hard is it to find one?

This rhyming book cleverly uses a little boy’s love for soup to teach children the months of the year and features
Sendak’s imaginative drawings and lyrical verses. Who says you can only slurp chicken soup with rice in cold January or freezing
December? Chicken soup with rice is nice all year round!

When Stanley Lambchop wakes up one morning, his brother, Arthur, is yelling. A bulletin board fell on Stanley
during the night, and now he is only half an inch thick! Amazing things begin happening to him. Stanley gets rolled up, mailed, and
flown like a kite. He even gets to help catch two dangerous art thieves. He may be flat, but he's a hero.

Jigsaw Jones finds himself investigating the perfect case and piecing together all the ghostly clues when Ralphie
Jones cannot sleep at night because something is making scary noises in his room.

***********************************************************************************************************

Here is a link for making even more selections: https://www.educationworld.com/summer_reading/2nd_grade.shtml

Reading Log Summer 2020
Book Title

Author

Main Character(s)

Setting

Rating 1 -5
(5 stars being the
best!)

Ex:
Move on Up That
Beanstalk Jack!

Thomas Troupe

Jack
Giant

Mythical Cloud World
and Jack’s Farm
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